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GOVERNANCE AND ETHICS AT THE 
EUROPEAN COMMISSION:
NEW DEVELOPMENTS FOR FP7

Pëteris Zilgalvis

It is wonderful to be back in beautiful Porto and to have the opportunity to take
part in this interesting seminar together with the Portuguese National ethics com-
mittee and so many distinguished experts. My first visit was as one of the organi-
sers of the Standing Conference of European National Ethics Committees (co-
meth) and the very pleasant memories remain with me to this day.

2007 marks the start of the 7th Framework Programme (fp) for research, running
from 2007 to 2013. In the new fp more emphasis will be put on the fact that scien-
ce is part of, and takes place in society. The fp will introduce the ‘Science in Society’
(sis) programme, which is a continuation of the fp6 ‘Science and Society’ pro-
gramme but with novelties. For example, there will be a stronger focus on globa-
lisation issues and on the participation of civil society organisations in research ac-
tivities. It will also put more emphasis on multidisciplinary and policy-related re-
search and aims for the sis perspective to become a core element of eu research po-
licies. Reflecting the aim to increase synergies, the (former) Ethics and Science Unit
of dg rtd has been given a broader remit and as of 1 October 2006 has merged with
the (former) Governance Unit and is now called the Governance and Ethics Unit.
The new Unit is headed by me, (Pëteris Zilgalvis) and is placed in Direction L:
Science, Economy and Society. Besides the scope of activities already falling under
ethics and governance, the new Unit will also work on issues surrounding conflicts
and peace and on fundamental rights and citizenship. In the coming years, in-
creased synergies are expected between these fields, as well as with the ethical re-
view of research proposals submitted to fp7 programmes.
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The first call for proposals for research on ethics will be published on 22 De-
cember 2006 and is closing on 23 May 2007. Details about the call for proposals and
the sis 2007 work programme can be found on the Cordis website: http:// cordis.eu-
ropa.eu/ fp7/dc/index.cfm?fuseaction= UserSite. Capacities Details CallPage & call_id= 33

Recent activities by the Governance and Ethics Unit

The Governance and Ethics Unit has several projects in its portfolio that focus on
important objectives such as capacity building; international dialogue and best
practises. Successful projects of the last Science and Society call for proposals in
2006 for example include a project to establish a permanent office for the global fo-
rum on health research ethics, which annually organises a global conference on this
important issue and that will now also establish a fellowship programme. The Unit
furthermore organises an international conference on ‘capacity building in research
ethics and developing countries’ (Brussels, May 2007). The goal is to have a high
participation of actors from the developing countries and emerging economies. It
follows up to previous activities such as an ec Workshop on ethics and globalisa-
tion (May 2006), being the final workshop of the ec research project ‘Bioethical im-
plications of the globalisation process – big, and a ec workshop on European-Chi-
nese capacity-building (June 2005). Networking and capacity building within the
European Union also receives attention: the Unit recently supported a networking
workshop for researchers on ethics and governance in Riga, Latvia on 4 October
2006. It aimed to increase contacts and collaboration between researchers from the
new Member States and experienced project coordinators from the European Com-
mission.

A new project in the area of best practice is ‘From gmp to gbp’; it aims at fostering
good bioethics practices (gbp) among the European biotechnology industry. This
project is coordinated by the biotechnology industry trade organisation Europabio.
In the area of Governance a number of recent projects have also focussed on iden-
tifying best practise and putting that knowledge to practical use. The project do-
tikfor example develops and tests methodologies for training 50 animators per
year for a most effective science/society dialogue. Another project, decide – Deli-
berative Citizens’ Debates in European Science Centres and Museums, aims to rai-
se awareness and understanding of deliberative democracy methods through pro-
ducing a tool (card-game) to conduct and facilitate face-to-face and on-line deli-
berative consultations. Whereas research on ‘Governance and Citizenship’ started
in fp5 with focus on European policy making and citizenship, in fp6 it extended
to research on conflicts and fundamental rights, including large Networks of Ex-
cellence and Integrated Projects. Now, in fp7, governance research will be pursued
in particular on ‘Europe in the World’ (global governance issues & conflicts, pea-
ce and fundamental rights issues) and on ‘The Citizen in the eu’ (participation, le-
gitimacy, public sphere, and cultural issues)
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The Forum of National Ethics Councils (NEC Forum)

More structural cooperation and ‘best practice’ activities include the Forum of
National Ethics Councils (nec Forum). The Forum is an independent, informal
platform for the exchange of information and best practices with regard to ethics
and science. The Forum meets twice a year, each time in the country that holds the
rotating eu presidency. It consists of the chairpersons and the secretaries of the Na-
tional Ethics Councils of the 27 eu Member States (see also: http:// ec.europa.eu/ re-
search/ science-society/ page_en.cfm?id=3161). It has become customary that the Fo-
rum at its meetings also holds a joint session with the European Group on Ethics,
so that views can be exchanged. This provides a direct link and feedback-loop bet-
ween ethics decision making at eu level and the decision making taking place at
the national level of various member states. Following the Open Method of Coor-
dination, the Forum has developed an important role in exchanging best practices.
It stimulates the development of a common approach in addressing ethics issues
and the development of, and reflection on, shared fundamental values in the Eu-
ropean Union. To support this development further, an e-community under the
ec’s sinapse system will be launched at its 9th meeting in May 2007 in Berlin. Via
this community necs will have access to each other’s official documents (including
a searchable database of nec opinions), inform each other about upcoming activi-
ties, collaborate on-line, etc. It will also enable ec departments to effectively con-
sult ethics experts from Member States.

The 10th meeting of the Forum will take place 11-12 October in Lisbon. This mee-
ting will be a special edition of the Forum: not only is it its 10th edition, but it also
takes place in the year that the European Union celebrates its 50th anniversary. The
Portugal meeting will therefore focus on the long term agenda, looking back and
forth on its activities and on the future of bioethics in Europe in general. Interna-
tionally acclaimed experts will be invited to present their views on the future of
bioethics in the eu and questions addressed at this Forum meeting will for exam-
ple be: 

• Ever closer Union: Can joint activities on ethics contribute to better European
integration? 

• Shared ethical values in Europe:; how can Europe come to a common res-
ponse to new ethical challenges?

• The future of expert advice on ethics; a need for new deliberative consulta-
tion methods?

• New voices in ethics: what impact of advocacy groups and celebrities on
ethics discussions and policies?

Scientific Integrity – Lisbon Coference

Following a number of high profile incidents, the importance of scientific inte-
grity for research and technology has been ‘rediscovered’. To raise awareness about
the importance of this issue and assess the need for Community action, the follo-
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wing action has been planned in the 2007 sis Work Programme under the Area
5.1.3.2 :

“A major conference on the topic of Research Integrity will be held in September
2007 in Lisbon, 16 to 19/09/07), in cooperation with the Portuguese Presidency of
the eu (Ministry of Science, Technology and Higher Education), the European
Science Foundation and the us Office of Research Integrity. This conference will
look not only at current cases of misconduct but also, more importantly, at pres-
sures on the research system as well as questionable research methods. Through
the exchange of ideas at international level, it will contribute to the establishment
of best practices on research integrity. To ensure the full success of the Lisbon con-
ference, an expert meeting will be held to draft an expert paper that will be a re-
ference for discussion at the Lisbon Conference. The paper will present the status
quo in the field of Scientific Integrity of Research at global level, link this issue
other major issues such as scientific publishing, and assess the rationale for Com-
munity action at European level.

Ethical Review

A last important activity of the Unit is the ethical review of research proposals.
This is a service provided by the Governance and Ethics Unit for all research that
is submitted to fp7 programmes. The two major objectives of the ec’s ethical re-
view are to 1) facilitate research excellence in fp7 and 2) to assure citizens and de-
cision-makers that eu-funded research complies with the highest ethical standards.
The ethical review will continue to be carried out in fp7 on all ec funded research
projects that are ethically ‘sensitive’, so that fundamental rights will be protected.
It will be carried out with flexibility and efficiency and parallel ethics and scienti-
fic reviews are considered so as to enhance the beneficial interaction between scien-
tist and ethicists.

Thank you very much for your attention. I have very much enjoyed participating
in this meeting here today and have once again been convinced of the wonderful
Portuguese hospitality and reminded of the beautiful views of this city.•
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